Using Rocker Picks
1. There are two types of rocker picks in your set, single sided (numbered 1-4) & double sided (lettered CF). Determine which type is appropriate for the lock
you are working with.
2. In order for a rocker pick to function properly it must
be able to move freely within the keyway. Insert one
of the picks into the keyway and check for free motion
top & bottom.
3. Lubricate and flush out the lock with a spray silicone lubricant.
4. If you are working with an ignition lock that has a
thumb turn you may use it as a means to apply a light
to medium turning action. If not, satisfactory results
can usually be achieved by applying tension with the
pick during the picking process. Tension tools can
also be used if more control is desired. Important sidebar locks should not be picked while using turning tension The preferred method is to apply light
inward pressure to the sidebar while picking. This can
be accomplished by using specially designed tension
tools or by obtaining access to the sidebar.
5. With a pick inserted fully into the keyway begin vigorously rocking the pick in an upward & downward
while moving the pick in and out. This will present the
pick to the pins (or wafers) in a variable manner,
which will provide superior success. Double-sided
picks may be used on both sides for more combinations.
6. Repeat step five using all of the picks or until the
lock has been picked.
7. Please do not use Rocker picks as rakes. You may
move the pick forward and backward while rocking,
but do not move forward and backward aggressively
as this could dislodge wafers and is not effective.
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